HIDDEN DISABILITIES

- Anxiety
- PTSD
- Depression
- OCD
- TBI
DAVE ROEVER
AMERICAN HERO
SGM Aubrey
American Hero

- Global War on Terrorism
- Afghanistan
  Operation Enduring Freedom
- Iraq
  Operation Iraqi Freedom
- Saudi Arabia - Kuwait
  Liberation
- Desert Shield Desert Storm
HIDDEN DISABILITIES

We think... DIFFERENTLY
SHARE. REVEAL. HEAL.

LILA HOLLEY
FOUNDER OF CAMOUFLAGED SISTERS

CAMOUFLAGED SISTERS
Sharing * Revealing * Healing
I CAN!!
Billy Bob Thornton - Famous Actor

Gluten Intolerance
BRANDON MARSHALL - NFL WIDE RECEIVER
Borderline Personality Disorder
CAN YOU SEE MY DISABILITY?
HOME RUN!!!
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the one that is most adaptable to change”. 

Charles Darwin
Paingry
A STATE OF
ANGER CAUSED BY
LONG TERM PAIN.
NO ONE LEFT BEHIND!!
Not all disabilities look like this.

Some disabilities look like this.
DON'T JUDGE A DISABILITY BY ITS VISIBILITY
Deia Aubrey
Behind The Rank, Vol. 2, Co-Author

Behind The Rank
Vol. 1

Lila Holley
Covered by Tonya Chisolm

purposely created

www.PublicAfricaGift.com
Attacking People With Disabilities Is the Lowest Display of Power I Can Think of

~ Morgan Freeman
Why do so many people think depression is just sadness when it's so much more than that?
THE ROCK

DEPRESSION
ARE YOU OKAY?

I'M FINE
I Am Disabled And Proud

SELF ADVOCATE
2018 National Disability Employment Awareness Month

See the Person

Not the Disability
Breaking Barriers: Removing Stigmas and Stereotypes